Abstract-This paper builds on a previously developed model which describes the electromechanical behavior of a single, cantilevered current carrying fiber with arbitrary physical orientation relative to a moving surface in a three dimensional arbitrary magnetic field. In the present paper we extend that model to a collection of similar fibers spatially separated along the moving surface. The collection of fibers carries a transport current and an external mechanical force is applied to the sum of the fibers to keep their free ends in electrical contact with the moving surface. The contact resistance is an inverse function of the load and depends on whether the contact spots are elastic or plastic. A frictional force on the fibers in the direction of motion results. Furthermore, since the current carrying fibers are in the presence of a 3 component arbitrary magnetic field, a distributed Lorentz force along the length of an individual fiber exists which distorts the shape of the fibers and changes the individual contact load and contact resistance while keeping the sum of the loads the same. Furthermore, since the moving surface is cutting net flux, there exist different potentials at different fibers and circulating currents between these fibers result. These circulating currents are of different magnitudes and in opposite directions in individual fibers thus adding or subtracting from the transport current while keeping the total transport current the same. As a result of the circulating currents, the Lorentz forces are modified and the individual contact loads and resistances change while keeping the total mechanical load on and total transport current through all the fibers constant. This leads to a distorted current and mechanical load profile in the collection of fibers. For a given constant magnetic field and direction of moving surface, the direction of transport current results in differing distributions of current and mechanical load profile. Examples are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a previous internal investigation 1 we derived the formalism for analyzing the electromechanics of a single, current carrying fiber sliding against a plane in the presence of a large magnetic field of arbitrary orientation. In that study, which incorporated results found in previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , the current and the mechanical contact force at the fiber tip-slider interface are specified and do not change but the fiber itself, changes shape, deflects and the applied electric potential necessary to drive the current varies with conditions such as slider speed and differing magnetic field conditions. We This work was sponsored by the ONR G.S. Erwin is with NSWCCD, USA N. A. Sondergaard is with NSWCCD, USA discovered a bifurcation in the solution space of such fibers which leads to a history dependant equilibrium condition.
In the present paper we have extended that investigation to include a collection of fibers which carry a constant total transport current and are held against the slider by a constant total force. The currents and tip forces of the individual fibers are allowed to vary, but the sum over the fibers remains constant. The purpose of this model is to generate base-state results for comparison to the results from future models which will include effects that are neglected here. As examples, (1) the present model assumes that there is no wear, while a future model will include the change in length of each fiber due to the wear at its tip, and (2) the present model uses a simple variation of the contact resistance with the normal force between the fiber tip and the rotor surface, while a future model will include variations of the contact resistance with a number of other variables. This initial model uses the single fiber model which is presented in Reference 1. The combination of the present brush model with those future single-fiber models will generate other extensions of the present basic brush model.
II. ASSUMPTIONS
We assume that the slider (e.g. a rotor) and fixed (e.g. stator) surfaces are planar and are parallel to each other. For the single-fiber model, we assumed that the rotor surface is effectively planar over the distance traveled by one fiber tip for all operational conditions. In the present study we assume that the rotor surface is planar over the length and breadth of the brush, which is a somewhat stronger assumption. Figure 1a , from reference 1, shows a free body diagram of the forces acting on an arbitrary cross-section of a single fiber and the fiber tip. Figure 1b presents simple graphical representation of the collection of fibers and the rotor-stator system of the present study. Finally, Figure 1c depicts the deformation of two sample fibers located at differing positions in the row of fibers , the distortion resulting from carrying differing currents, both magnitude and direction, in the applied magnetic field .
For the brush model, we use a Cartesian coordinate system with the y axis perpendicular to the rotor and stator surfaces, with the x axis in the direction of the rotor velocity, i.e., in the azimuthal direction, and with the origin at the center of the base of brush at the stator surface. We assume that the G. S. Erwin and N. A. Sondergaard
Electromechanics of a Collection of Current Carrying Cantilevered Fibers Sliding against a Plane Moving Surface in a Three Dimensional Magnetic Field undeformed brush has a rectangular cross section. For the base of the brush at the stator surface,
L is the azimuthal dimension of the brush and 2 z L is the axial dimension of the brush for a radially oriented brush or the radial dimension for an axially oriented brush. The single-fiber model uses a local Cartesian coordinate system for each fiber with the origin at the root of the fiber at the stator surface. Since the single-fiber model is used in the present brush model, we need the relationships between the brush coordinates and the local fiber coordinates. If the root of a given fiber is located at ( ) coordinates for this fiber in the single-fiber model. Through all of this paper except the Results section, x, y ,z will denote the brush coordinates. In the Results section, all of the results for the entire brush involve the dimensional brush coordinates x, y, z, while all of the results for a single fiber involve the dimensionless, local fiber coordinates x, y, z, normalized by the length L of the fiber. We assume that all the fibers in the brush have the same length L, the same diameter d, the same elastic modulus E, and the same electrical resistivity, e ρ . We also assume that all the undeformed fibers are parallel. In other words, all fibers have the same values of 0 θ and 0 α , where 0 θ is the angle between the undeformed fiber and x , while 0 α is the angle between the projection of the undeformed fiber onto the y-z plane and ŷ . Here ˆˆ, , x y z are unit vectors for both sets of Cartesian coordinates. We assume that the bending stresses in all the fibers are less than the yield stress, so that all deformations are elastic. We assume that the fibers do not touch each other. The first consequence of this assumption is that there are no contact forces between fibers. (A subsequent model, to be published later, incorporates fiber-fiber interactions and shows that although contact and forces can exist between some of the tips of the fibers, the overall effect on contact resistance and friction is minimal). The second consequence is that there is no direct flow of electric current between fibers, so that the electric current I through a given fiber is the same over the entire length of this fiber. We assume that the magnetic field,
x y z , is uniform over the entire volume occupied by the brush. In the single-fiber model, we assumed that B is uniform over the length of each fiber, so that our brush assumption is stronger. However, it would be relatively easy to modify the present brush model to treat a magnetic field which varies with either x or z across the brush, but which is effectively uniform over the length of each fiber. A good example would be the variation of the azimuthal component of the magnetic field x B with z due to the electric current through the brush.
We assume that the only forces on each fiber are the tip force, ˆN N μ − x y , and the distributed electromagnetic body force per unit of fiber length, ( )
Here μ is the coefficient of sliding friction, N is the normal force between the fiber tip and the rotor surface, and t is the local unit vector which is tangent to the centerline of a fiber at each point along the fiber from its root at the stator surface to its tip at the rotor surface. We also assume that the tips of the fibers remain in contact with the rotor surface at all times and are held in place by a spring force applied to the base of the brush.
Other assumptions are presented in the problem formulation.
III. ELECTRICAL RESISTANCES
We assume that the rotor and stator are perfect electrical conductors, i.e., their electrical resistivities are effectively zero. Since the stator does not move, the electric potential function φ is uniform in the stator. We use the stator voltage as the datum, so that φ =0 in the stator. φ is determined by the condition that the sum of the electric currents through all of the fibers must equal the specified transport current, trans I .
The electrical resistance of each fiber is in series with the contact resistance for the gap between the fiber tip and the rotor surface. The resistance of the fiber is 2 / e L R ρ π , where
is the radius of each fiber. Reference 2 presented a formula for the contact resistance of the entire brush times its cross sectional area, Reference 2 presented the formula
as a correction which we set K 2 =1 to avoid finite resistance when β (load) is 0. Therefore the equation we use for the brush contact resistance times brush area is 
Reference 2 
The electric current through each fiber from the stator to the rotor is given by
where z is evaluated at the location of each fiber. For the single-fiber model, I appears in the dimensionless parameters, 
IV. APPROACH
For the present basic brush, the only variation between fibers arises from the fact that the electric current through each fiber is a function of z, as indicated by equation (7). In other words, if . We can insure that each interval contains only one row of fibers by setting NZ equal to the number of rows of fibers across the z dimension of the brush. However this would be computationally wasteful if we can obtain accurate results with two or three rows of fibers in each z interval. We assume that all rows of fibers in one interval have the same values of , , , x y z ν β β β and the same threedimensional deformations. Since the only variation between fibers arises from the z variation of I in equation (7), we evaluate equation (7) at the midpoint of each interval,
We assume that what we are calling the stator is mounted on a spring, (1) which keeps the stator surface parallel to the rotor surface, (2) which allows motion of the stator surface in the y direction, and (3) which produces a specified normal force between the brush and the rotor surface. We represent the specified force by the average value of β , namely β . With the z variation of I, the electromagnetic body forces push the tips of some fibers against the rotor surface and pull others away from the rotor surface, leading to a z variation of ν . The dimensionless normal force on the tip of each fiber in the z Δ centered at K z is K ν . The specified force produced by the spring supporting the stator is represented by the condition
We apply the single-fiber model for the fibers in each of the NZ intervals. For each interval, the inputs to the single-fiber model
x y z are the local coordinates normalized by L, for each fiber in the K-th interval, while s is the dimensionless distance along the fiber from its root fixed into the stator at s = 0 to its tip sliding along the rotor surface at s=1. With 
where 0 t y is an unknown constant which must be determined as part of the solution.
The electric current through each fiber in the K-th interval is given by equation (7) with 
The determination of the NZ values of / K K t r a n s β ν ν = requires an iterative solution, and the value of 0 φ must be determined for each iteration from the equations ( )
( ) 
where κ is a constant. Since we want 
If the values of K ν satisfy equation (10) 
V. SOME TYPICAL RESULTS
One case is discussed here in order to illustrate the capability of the brush model. The fibers are copper with The x and z coordinates of the tips of the NZ "fibers" are plotted in Figure 3 . We refer to all the fibers in the z As K increases from 30, frictional forces in the +x direction, K trans μβ ν , also increase. However, the electromagnetic body forces in the -x direction have much larger increases, so that Figure 5 . Again we note that the , t t x z in Figure 5 are dimensional brush coordinates, while the x, y in Figure 5 are dimensionless fiber coordinates. Figure 7 illustrate the extreme nonuniformity of the contact resistance over the brush-rotor interface, and the values of y j in Figure 7 illustrate the effect of the nonuniform contact resistance on the distributions of the eddy and transport currents. increasing, the K = 21 fiber is the first to be pulled abruptly forward to a deformation with double curvature, and there is a large increase in 21 β . Before the abrupt change, the fiber is bent into the -x direction and has a small value of β. The abrupt change occurs because the fiber tip digs into the rotor surface which is moving in the +x direction. This leads to abrupt increases in β and in the frictional force in the +x direction at the tip. It also leads to an abrupt decrease in the contact resistance, so that the distributed electromagnetic body force in the -x direction due to z B also has a dramatic increase in magnitude. The competition between the two large forces leads to a deformation with double curvature. As we increase trans I , successive fibers are snagged by the moving rotor surface and pulled into deformations with double curvature at intervals of 17-18A, while they had snapped back at intervals of 10A when trans I was decreasing.
When we increased trans 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In a previous study we derived the formalism for analyzing the electromechanics of a single, current carrying fiber sliding against a plane in the presence of a large magnetic field of arbitrary orientation. In that study, the current and the mechanical contact force at the fiber tip-slider interface are specified and do not change but the fiber itself, changes shape, deflects and the applied electric potential necessary to drive the current varies with conditions such as slider speed and differing magnetic field conditions. We discovered a bifurcation in the solution space of such fibers which leads to a history dependant equilibrium condition.
In the present paper we have extended that investigation to include a collection of fibers that carry a constant total transport current and are held against the slider by a constant total force. The currents and tip forces of the individual fibers are allowed to vary but the sum of the electrical currents and forces over all of the fibers remains constant. First we find tremendous variation of fiber tip contact forces and currents among the collection of fibers even though the average load and total transport current remain constant. We find that the hysteretic behavior seen in the single fiber investigation carries over to the collection of fibers with additional phenomena occurring. Because the slider cuts flux, a potential gradient exists across the slider face and therefore between the fibers of the collection and circulating currents between the fibers result. These currents are in opposite directions on opposite sides of the collection and we have oppositely directed Lorentz forces on the collection causing individual fibers to move either with rotation, against rotation or perpendicular to rotation. These effects are altered by the direction of the transport current and hysteresis is seen in both the Joulean heating and the contact potential necessary to drive the transport current.
It is known that wear in fiber brushes is a highly non-linear function of the normal load 2 and many previous studies 8, 9, 10, 11
report that wear depends on the direction of current. The present investigation will be extended in a future study by incorporating both fiber-fiber interactions and the effects of wear. In that study we may expect that the individual fibers carrying the most mechanical load and current will wear the fastest but the overall behavior of the collection may not be so simple because of nonlinear and hysteretic effects.
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